
The La Silla News Page

The editors of the La Silla News Page would like to welcome readers of the third edition of a page devoted to
reporting on technical updates and observatianal achievements at La Silla. We would like this page to inform the
astronomical community to changes made to telescapes, instruments, operations, and of instrumental perform
ances that cannot be reported conveniently elsewhere. Contributions and inquiries to this page from the commu
nity are most welcome. (P Bauchet, R. Gredel, C. Lidman)

Image Quality of the 3.6-rn Telescope
s. GUISARD, ESO-La Silla

· Another 3 test nights were used dur
Ing the beginning of February for testing
the optical performance of the 3.6-m tel
escope. The first two nights were dedi
cated to the realignment of the second
ary mirror and to the study of the relative
m?vement of the primary and secondary
mlrrors with telescope position. Antares,
a wavefront analyser, was used for this
purpose. The third night was used for
Image quality measurements. Very
promising results were obtained.

Image Quality

The term image quality is defined
here as the full width at half maximum
(FWHM), usually expressed in arc sec
onds, of a stellar image as measured at
the detector in real observing condi
tlons. Within the astronomical commu
~ity, it is termed, somewhat improperly,
the seeing".

The image quality depends on sever
al parameters:

· (a) The optieal quality (teleseope and
Instrument)

For this study we measured the image
quality at the Cassegrain focus with a di
rect CCO. Therefore, we do not include
any image degradation from instru
ments.

The optical quality depends on :
- the diffraction limit;
- residual aberrations from theoretical

optical design;
· - intrinsic optical quality (due to the

flguring of the optics);
- Positioning of the primary and sec

ondary mirrors with respect to each oth
er (this includes spacing, tilt and decen
tnng, and the variation of these parame
ters both with zenith distance and move
ment of the telescope);

- support of the mirrors (quality of the
support at zenith and variation with ze
nith distance).

(b) The seeing

The seeing is the degradation of the
wavefront by the entire atmosphere,
from the high atmosphere down to the
air layers near the detector. It is usually
decomposed in several components:
outside seeing (site seeing), dome see
ing, mirror seeing, instrument seeing, al
though the phenomenon for each com
ponent is the same. The cause of seeing
is temperature inhomogeneities in the
air which induce phase differences in the
optical path. The effect is to smear the
light of astar. Usually the atmosphere is
the worse part of the telescope. In the
case of the 3.6-m we shall see that this
is not completely true.

(e) Other parameters

- focusing the telescope
- sampling of the detector
- guiding accuracy
- vibrations of the telescope

The image quality study aims at ana
Iysing and reducing all the above-men
tioned effects at the 3.6-m.

Results 01 the Study at the 3.6-m,
February Test Nights

(a) The optical quality of the
telescape

After realigning M2 with respect to M1
during the two first nights (this removes
the decentring coma) the following aber
rations remained. The telescope was
pointing at the zenith. All the values rep
resent the diameter of the circle contain
ing 80% of the light. The unit is in are
seconds.

Oecentring coma: 0.11"
Astigmatism: 0.40"
Triangular astigmatism: 0.45"
Quadratic astigmatism: 0.20"

The combination of all these aberra
tions would produce an image of 0.65"
diameter (80% light) in the absence of
atmosphere and seeing effects. It is not
the optimal value as the intrinsic optical
quality of the telescope (mirror perfectly
aligned, perfectly supported, no atmos
phere) is less than 0.4".

The remaining astigmatism and trian
gular astigmatism are too high. These
aberrations are due to the M1 support. In
fact, they appeared after the last alu
minisation (Gctober 1994). Before this,
the values used to be lower than 0.20".
Several problems concerning the lateral
pads of M1 were found. and partly
solved. It is foreseen during the next alu
minisation period (June 1996) to check
all the forces applied at the back of the
mirror, and to also check the lateral
pads.

It is important to note that these val
ues are for the telescope pointing at the
zenith. We have known for a long time
that telescope flexure associated with
observing away from the zenith causes
the optical quality to deteriorate rapidly.

Ouring the third night the stability in
the image quality with telescope move
ment was measured. The telescope was
first moved to the south to a zenith dis
tance of 60 degrees and then returned to
the zenith. The optical quality at the ze
nith was measured to be 1.0", signifi
cantly larger than the 0.65" measured at
the zenith before the telescope was
moved and after alignment of the prima
ry and secondary mirrors. It nearly
comes back to its original value if you go
north and come back to zenith. Further
tests will be performed to measure the
movements of M1 and M2 for different
positions of the telescope.

(b) Seeing at the telescape

A seeing monitor (dimm4) was in
stalled recently on the tube of the tele
scope to measure the combination of
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Conclusion

The results obtained during the last
test period are very promising. We have
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shown that images with 0.7" to 0.9"
FWHM are possible during a whole
night. However, we also have found
what is required to get these results. To
progress further at the 3.6-m we need
to:

- eontinue the effort of eliminating the
hot sourees in the dome and to eventu
ally insulate the eonerete walls;

- ehange the M2 unit to a NTI-like M2
unit that would enable us to eompensate
for tube flexure when observing away
from zenith. It would also eliminate the
non elastie phenomena present in the
aetual M2 unit design;

- a Wavefront analyser ean easily be
installed inside the rotator, it would be
very easy to aetivate (or semi-aetivate)
M2.

In faet, the reeommendations I made
above, whieh are a eonclusion of the
night tests, are not far from the follow
ing: 'The potentially exeellent optieal
quality of the 3.6-m ean only be exploit
ed if improvements in dome and tele
seope seeing are effeeted and a high
preeision of eentring maintained" (Ray
Wilson, ESO Teehnieal Report No. 8,
Oetober 1977).
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Average dimm2
Average 3.6-m
Best value 3.6-m
Worse value 3.6-m
Number of measurements

Average dimm2 0.90"
Average 3.6-m 1.16"
Best value 3.6-m 1.01"
Werse value 3.6-m 1.36"
Number of measurements 30

Average dimm2 1.13"
Average 3.6-m 1.26"
Best value 3.6-m 1.00"
Worse value 3.6-m 1.51"
Number of measurements 25

- outside seeing was good.
So, ean the astronomer expeet similar

results? Unfortunately, the answer is no.
Even if adeteetor with the appropriate
sampling would be available, the follow
ing eonditions for good seeing at the
3.6-m have to be satisfied:

- good external seeing;
- observation only near zenith (be-

eause of the flexure in the teleseope me
ehanies and movement of the opties);

- good optieal alignment of the pri
mary and seeondary mirrors. (Even at
the zenith, it is not eertain that the
primary and seeondary mirrors will re
main aligned from the previous night.
This is due to the non-elastie movements
produeed in the M2 unit. The only way
of verifying the alignment would be to do
an image analysis with a wavefront sen
sor before observations start);

- the air temperature within the dome
is homogeneous.

(c) Image quality measurements

- the temperature differenees
throughout the dome were smaller than
normal,

- the optieal alignment was good
and was eheeked before the observa
tions,

- the teleseope stayed near the ze
nith,

We measured with a direet GGO
(0.19" per pixel) the FWHM of a star
near the zenith. The measurements
were done during the third night test.
Antares was mounted during the begin
ning of the night to eheek the optieal
quality; it was still 0.65". We stayed near
zenith to avoid the non elastie move
ment of the teleseope meehanies and
opties.

The site seeing was good all night, an
average of 0.73" with 48 measure
ments. At the 3.6-m, the average image
quality was 0.92" (48 measurements).
This is by far the best result aehieved
during all the test nights. The best result
was around 0.73", near the aetual opti
eal quality of the teleseope (0.65"). The
worst value was 1.05". These results
are eompared to the results obtained
during previous test nights whieh are
shown in Table 1.

The average value during the last
night test is better than any single
measurement made during the other
test nights. Although the outside seeing
values are not eomparable for all the
nights, the nights of September 2 and
3, 1995 showed outside seeing values
very near to the night of February 9,
1996.

The good results of the last night run
ean be explained by:

the site and dome seeing. Gomparison
between these values and those meas
ured by the outside seeing monitor
(dimm2) will give us the dome seeing.
These measurements need to be done
over a one-year period so that seasonal
effeets ean eventually be deteeted.

Using the experienee gained at other
observatories, a mirror eooling system is
being studied. The heat produeed inside
the eage will be removed with a eooling
system.

About the Photometrie Stability of EFOSC1
S. BENETTI, ESO-La Silla

This brief report deals with the long
term photometrie stability of EFOSG1.
EFOSG1 is a foeal redueer attaehed to
the Gassegrain foeus of the ESO 3.6-m

teleseope. EFOSG1 is equipped with
GGO #26.

In this study, photometrie standards,
all from Landolt [AJ 104, 340 (1992)],

were imaged during 16 photometrie
nights with the S, V and Re filters. Ouring
five of these nights, standards were also
observed with the le filter. The date of
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the observations span from September
11, 1991 to Oetober 14, 1995. For all
data, standard reduetion proeedures
were applied (BIAS subtraetion, and FF
eorreetion, with preference to sky FFs
when available). When available, the ex
tinetion eoeffieients for the night (as
found in the ESO-La Silla WWW pages)
were used.

The equation (M - m =Sm X (B - V) +
Km) was then fitled for eaeh filter (m =B,
V, Re' Icl and for eaeh nighl. Averaged
over all the nights the eorresponding
equations for EFOSC1 are the follow
ing:

B-b =+0.190±0.013x (B - V) +24.06±0.09 (")
V-v = +0.050 ± O.Ollx (B- V) + 24.75± 0.08
Re - r= +0.011 _ 0.012 x (B- V) + 24.80 ± 0.07
le - i = -D.035 ± 0.002 x (B - V) + 23.62 ± 0.05

The instrumental magnitudes were
ealeulated with the counts expressed in
AOUs (the eonversion faetor for CCO
#26 is 4e-/AOU).

The inverted A in the Figure shows the
re-aluminisation date of the 3.6-m pri
mary mirror (during Oetober 18, 1994;

n calculated without one anomalous point. This
point is circled by parentheses in the Figure that
shows the trend in the zero points, Km' with time (Ju
lian days).

the previous one was done during Au
gust, 1990). A signifieant inerease in the
effieieney is measured (especially in the
V and Re bands, see figure). If we eom
pute lhe zero points for the observations
before this date only, we get:

Ks =24.05 ± 0.09
Kv =24.73 ± 0.08
KR =24.77 ± 0.05
K

1
=23.58 _ 0.01

The zero points for the firsl point after
the re-aluminisation (January 7, 1995)
are 0.08 mag higher in B, 0.14 mag
higher in V, and 0.16 mag higher in Re'

From an inspeetion of the figure, itls
c1ear that there is an overall fair photo
metrie stability for EFOSC1 and that
the fluetuations in the zero points are
smaller than 0.1 mag for all filters. Fur
thermore, no obvious systematie
trends are seen before Oelober 1994.

Unusual View of VLT Site
Hanging from a crane, ESO photographer H.H. Heyer took this view over the VLT plalform in Ihe late-evening sunlight at the end of February
1996. Apart from the VLT Unil 1, with almost fully assembled steel structure, Unit 2 is behind at left and the interferometric tunnel stretches across
at nght.
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